SPOTLIGHT SOLUTIONS

Chief focuses on commercial AV flat panel and projector mounts. Home Theater,
Workstation and Custom Display Solutions are also part of the Chief product offering.
Known in the industry for high quality mounts with both Custom and Universal
options, as well as an extensive accessories line, Chief is focused on professional
installers worldwide.

For over 100 years, Da-Lite has been designing, manufacturing and marketing the most
comprehensive line of projection screens in the world. Today, we offer our widest
selection ever of proprietary projection screen surfaces and materials in our history.

Middle Atlantic offers innovative system enclosures, tech-enabled furniture and power
products as well as Wiremold cable management and C2G connectivity solutions for
complete and unmatched AV system support and protection.

TRANSFORMING
WHERE PEOPLE
SPACES LIVE & WORK

Vaddio manufactures professional quality PTZ cameras, Pro AV solutions and a full
suite of Unified Communication and Collaboration systems. Combining enterprise class
performance and industry leading support, Vaddio products enhance any AV experience
by elevating the science of communication with The Art of Easy.

Legrand is the global specialist in electrical and digital building infrastructures. Its comprehensive offering of
solutions for commercial, industrial and residential markets makes it a benchmark for customers worldwide. In
the AV space, Legrand offers an extended portfolio of branded audiovisual products including flat panel mounting
solutions, projector mounts, projection screens, equipment racks, PTZ cameras and furniture for AV markets. Its
innovative products are sold under the Chief, Da-Lite, Middle Atlantic, Projecta, Vaddio and Sanus brand names. All
brands work together to provide a breadth of product, strength of longevity, and advantage of superior customer
service and support.
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CHIEF TURNED 40!
Chief* is celebrating 40 years of innovation. Our founder
Bob Brantley, whose nickname is Chief, wanted to build a
better slide projector stand. Working out of his garage, he
revolutionized the AV industry by introducing independent
adjustments that made it faster and easier to align the projected
image. While we’ve long since moved out of the garage, we have
never lost sight of our roots and continuously strive to build
better solutions that enhance the end user experience.

2004
Chief introduces its first line
of monitor arms

1978
Chief is founded

1994
The RPA ceiling projector mount is
launched. To this day it’s still the topselling ceiling projector mount!
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2008
Industry-leading Fusion® Series
display mounts brought to market

2010
Kontour™ Series premium monitor
arms are introduced

2017
Chief joins the Legrand
family of brands

2014
Revolutionary ConnexSys video wall
mounting system is launched
2019
Kontour KX Series monitor arms solve
challenges with shallow desktops
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STYLE WITH STRENGTH AND FLEXIBILITY
Kontour™ Series Monitor Arms create efficient, ergonomic
workspaces that improve employee wellness and increase
productivity. Elegantly designed with the strength of a forged
aluminum body, Kontour monitor arms offer a broad scope
of benefits, like extreme fingertip tilt adjustment, easy
installation and stylish design at a great value.
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KX Series Monitor Arms optimize the depth of dual-, tripleand quad-monitor installs. The exclusive FleXlink design
maximizes workspace in shallow desk environments.

K1 Series Monitor Arms create flexible, functional
workspaces in a wide variety of settings. The ergonomic
designs feature dynamic height adjustment using gas
cylinder technology, and can be fine-tuned for different
monitor weights.

K2 Series Monitor Arms provide heavy-duty support
with strong, stylish and ergonomic designs. Monitor
heights can be adjusted on desk models by sliding the
arm vertically along the column.

K3 Series Static Array Monitor Arms are designed with
modularity in mind to create efficient, productive and
ergonomic workspaces with a wide range of monitor
sizes and configurations.

K4 Series Depth-Adjustable Array Monitor Arms
provide an aesthetic solution with focal-depth
adjustment to let multiple users re-position the bank of
screens to their preferred viewing distance.
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KONTOUR™ KX LOW-PROFILE MONITOR ARMS
With office space densification, monitor arm articulation is of
even greater importance allowing user to push their displays
as far away as possible when using the desktop for other tasks.
Chief’s new premium Kontour KX Series Monitor Arms provide
the most complete range of motion available. Our exclusive
FleXlink design optimizes the depth of dual-, triple- and quadmonitor installs for shallow depth desktops, while still providing
full range of motion for screen sharing with colleagues.

KXC220S
Dual Monitor Arm
List $1164
KRADPC22W
Desktop Power Center
List $156
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K1C220SXRH
Dual Monitor Arm
List $960
KRA300S
Laptop Accessory
List $158

K1C420S
Quad Monitor Arm
List $1826
K1C330S
Triple Monitor Arm
List $1330

DESKTOP POWER CENTER SLIM
Legrand®

Put power within reach while blending in to today’s modern
office aesthetics with Legrand’s Desktop Power Center Slim.
These sleek and easy-to-install solutions mount directly on
surfaces and minimize cord clutter. Choose from two or three
AC outlets along with dual USB ports for convenient charging
on desks, tabletops and beyond. All models ship with hardware
for both clamp and fixed mounting. Available in two finish
options: black, or white with gray.

WSPC320CWH
Desktop Power Center Slim
List $206
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radiant® FURNITURE POWER CENTERS
Legrand®

Convert nearly any piece of furniture into a sleek and modern
charging station with Legrand’s radiant® Furniture Power
Centers. This innovative design combines the functionality of
USB with traditional power for convenient charging in training
rooms, conference rooms, hospitality furniture and other
spaces. The flush mounted form factor provides 2 AC outlets
and dual USB ports while blending in with décor to bring your
furniture a step above ordinary. Available in black, white and
nickel finishes.

RDZCNI
radiant Power Center
with USB-A, USB-C
List $184
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RFPCRUAUC-WH
Round Furniture Power
Center, AC + USB-A + USB-C
List $144

RFPCUAUC-NI
Round Furniture Power
with USB-A + USB-C
List $114

C3C4D2M4HA3ZP001
Asian Night HPL 4-bay 24”H
C3 Credenza with Black Wave
Aluminum Doors, 10” Lever
Lock™ Plate
MSRP $2462

C3TECHKIT4-SO
4RU Slide Out Rack, 50CFM
Fan Kit, 7-outlet 15A
Power Strip
MSRP $460

C3-SHELFKIT
C3 Wood Shelves and Shelf
Mount Kit, 1 Bay
MSRP $154

C3 LOW-PROFILE CREDENZA
Middle Atlantic Products®

The 10” deep ADA-compliant C3
Credenza series provides modern
contrasted finishes and versatile
storage options. At 10” deep, C3
Credenzas provide minimal footprint
that is perfect underneath displays
in high traffic areas like hallways and
meeting spaces. Middle Atlantic’s
unmatched Frame to Furniture design
process allows for maximum uptime
and reliability that gets your AV gear
installed and ready to use quickly. With
the hallmark Middle Atlantic systems
approach, each credenza comes with
power and thermal management built
in, making it truly an all-in-one piece
of AV-ready furniture.

Leed THE WAY

Quality YOU CAN RELY ON

Chief’s Kontour Series monitor mounts qualify for LEED®

In conjunction with our company-wide sustainability

Materials & Resources credits 4.1 and 4.2 for recycled

initiatives, Chief Kontour Series mounts are designed to be

content. Kontour mounts also contribute to proper ergonomic

RoHS compliant. We stand behind our products and warrant

workstations, which may qualify for an Innovation in

that they be free of defects in material and workmanship

Design credit.

for 10 years.
Visit legrandav.com/warranty for details.

Available on
Configura CET Designer, ProjectMatrix, 2020 CAP & GIZA and My Resource Library
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877.345.4329
+31 495 580 840
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av.chief.support@legrand.com
av.chief.canada@legrand.com
av.emea.sales@legrand.com
av.asia.sales@legrand.com
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